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UTM for Windows is a professional billing system for Internet Service Providers. The core of the application is programmed in C and it's a smart and reliable accounting engine which works directly with network hardware devices. It supports up to 1000 users at a total speed of up to 10 Gbps. All calculations are
made in real-time and (if necessary) immediately block services when a user's balance goes in the red. The system consists of several modules. Together they allow you to account for IP-traffic, dial-up, VPN, VoIP, hotspots, etc. UTM database backends may be MySQL and PostgreSQL. The database possesses an
elaborate structure in which users may have several personal accounts, multiple currencies, various services, and accompanying data. An adjustable traffic classifier makes it possible to set different rates, e.g. for native, foreign or a peering Internet. The user web-interface is customizable thanks to XSLT
technology. Both the administrator and the user interface could be easily translated into any language. UTM receives statistics about running network traffic in NetFlow format among others. It also includes a utility (NDSAD) to capture statistics at the server. Requirements: ￭ CPU 500MHz ￭ RAM 512 Mb ￭ HDD
20Gb ￭ Ethernet 10/100 Mbps ￭ CD RW Limitations: ￭ 30 users maximum UTM for Mac OS Description: UTM for Mac OS is a professional billing system for Internet Service Providers. The core of the application is programmed in C and it's a smart and reliable accounting engine which works directly with network
hardware devices. It supports up to 10000 users at a total speed of up to 3 Gbps. All calculations are made in real-time and (if necessary) immediately block services when a user's balance goes in the red. The system consists of several modules. Together they allow you to account for IP-traffic, dial-up, VPN, VoIP,
hotspots, etc. UTM database backends may be MySQL and PostgreSQL. The database possesses an elaborate structure in which users may have several personal accounts, multiple currencies, various services, and accompanying data. An adjustable traffic classifier makes it possible to set different rates, e.g. for
native, foreign or a peering Internet. The user web-interface is customizable thanks to XSL
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UTM is a professional billing system for Internet Service Providers. The core of the application is programmed in C and it's a smart and reliable accounting engine which works directly with network hardware devices. It supports up to 100,000 users at a total speed of up to 3 Gbps. All calculations are made in real-
time and (if necessary) immediately block services when a user's balance goes in the red. The system consists of several modules. Together they allow you to account for IP-traffic, dial-up, VPN, VoIP, hotspots, etc. UTM database backends may be MySQL and PostgreSQL. The database possesses an elaborate
structure in which users may have several personal accounts, multiple currencies, various services, and accompanying data. An adjustable traffic classifier makes it possible to set different rates, e.g. for native, foreign or a peering Internet. The user web-interface is customizable thanks to XSLT technology. Both
the administrator and the user interface could be easily translated into any language. UTM receives statistics about running network traffic in NetFlow format among others. It also includes a utility (NDSAD) to capture statistics at the server. Requirements: ￭ CPU 500MHz ￭ RAM 512 Mb ￭ HDD 20Gb ￭ Ethernet
10/100 Mbps ￭ CD RW Limitations: ￭ 30 users maximum UTM for Unix Description: UTM is a professional billing system for Internet Service Providers. The core of the application is programmed in C and it's a smart and reliable accounting engine which works directly with network hardware devices. It supports up
to 100,000 users at a total speed of up to 3 Gbps. All calculations are made in real-time and (if necessary) immediately block services when a user's balance goes in the red. The system consists of several modules. Together they allow you to account for IP-traffic, dial-up, VPN, VoIP, hotspots, etc. UTM database
backends may be MySQL and PostgreSQL. The database possesses an elaborate structure in which users may have several personal accounts, multiple currencies, various services, and accompanying data. An adjustable traffic classifier makes it possible to set different rates, e.g. for native, foreign or a peering
Internet. The user web-interface is customizable thanks to XSLT technology b7e8fdf5c8
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This is a software solution developed for small to medium sized Internet Service Providers. UTM allows to use conventional accounting systems, bill customers automatically and completely automated their billing process. UTM allows you to manage many customers from one single interface, i.e. your customers
should simply login and pay. It supports a large number of Internet connections, various service types and dial-up gateways. UTM provides several tools that allow you to make intelligent decision regarding your customers, e.g. the 'Free Accounts' tool allows you to remove services and free up your quota for your
'Good' customers. UTM supports different traffic classifiers and other technologies that allow you to group your users and services. In addition, you can use online methods to check your customers' usage. The UTM system is very easy to use, provides excellent customer support and is very robust. UTM pricing is
based on per month usage. All applications are supplied as full packed applications that can be downloaded via the Internet. UTM offers only one licence per customer. UTM for Linux Description: UTM for Linux is a small Linux system used by ISPs. It supports different bandwidths (1Mbps, 10Mbps, 100Mbps) and
provides a graphical interface. It's easily integrated into your billing system. UTM includes a billing system that allows you to handle your customers completely. It's a system based on Linux and PHP. UTM for Linux may be distributed through CDs or network. In addition, you can also take a trial version for a
limited period. UTM for Linux is designed to integrate with billing systems such as Achilles, Trilux, mATOP and TepiNet. It supports ethernet, ADSL and VoIP services. It's widely used in ISP's in Europe and the USA. UTM for Linux applications are delivered as full packed RPMs. UTM for Windows Description: UTM for
Windows is a small application for Internet Service Providers. It supports large ISPs and offers more advanced services such as advanced email and DNS management. UTM includes a billing system that allows you to handle your customers completely. It's based on windows and PHP. UTM for Windows supports
connections to devices such as switches and routers. UTM for Windows provides excellent support including in-depth documentation. UTM allows you to configure all services in seconds from the same interface, i.e. you only have to log

What's New in the?

UTM is an universal and universal traffic manager for Internet Service Providers. It collects bills from customers as if you were a credit card company and you're collecting payments in fiat. The package consists of five versions (1-5). They differ in business model. It is integrated with billing software. A billing
software is any software that bills your customers on a monthly, quarterly or yearly basis. In this way, customers can be billed according to their own calendars. Customer gets a weekly, bi-weekly or even monthly statement showing their statement balance (monthly), prepayment (bill), account history (history)
and even Internet usage history (history). This will show when and how much has been paid and used. It will also show when and how much was left. The customer can now view his data either in PDF or in Word. A customer can freely select what kind of record he wants to see. The customer can also choose how
many months or even years he wishes to see his data (history). UTM has various modules, such as ￭ Traffic Classifiers ￭ Statistic Collectors (NDSP) ￭ P2P (Peer to Peer) ￭ Dialup (Land line, GSM, ISDN) ￭ (DNS) Hosts ￭ Bandwidth. UTM for Unix Description: This small but nice network monitoring and controlling
software is so small that it will fit under a single CD-ROM. It has been developed and tested with the latest versions of the RedHat-distributions, but it should also work with Debian-based and others. It has several modules: * traffic monitoring (statistics) * SSH-tunnels * bandwidth accounting * Web Interface *
routing * alarm system * -more- It is basically a simple web-browser with a better back-end. You can connect to the backend via the WWW-interface. This is the only needed backend module. The rest of the backend software is used to store the traffic and configuration data. This data is stored in the database.
The web-interface might not be able to access every type of database. In this case it can also use the SNMP-stack for network monitoring. Both the backend and the web-interface are transparent to the user. The user does not need to be a network expert. Requirements: * PC with a web
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System Requirements:

Windows: Mac: Linux: Additional Notes: Version History: This mod has reached official 1.0.0 release. It is currently playable in 1.2.1 version. The new functions of this mod have been added and tested through patch 1.1.2, 1.2.0, 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. Please make sure that you're installing this mod in the correct
version. For example, if you're currently playing in 1.2.
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